ACROSS
1 Jack’s love in “Titanic” 5 Deceptive 10 Alpha’s follower 14 Smidgen 15 Nimble 16 Weather forecast 17 Russian ruler’s title of old 18 Enrolled 20 Beer barrel 21 Convent ladies 22 Travis or Quaid 23 Casper, for one 25 Tic-__-toe 26 Bogus; phony 28 Cheese-topped tortilla chips 31 Early harps 32 Vote into office 34 A’s followers 36 Author Leon __ 37 Skirt fold 38 __ market; swap meet 39 __ and tonic; mixed drink 40 Send in payment 41 Connects 44 End-to-end measurement 45 __ for; request 46 Terra-; clay for patio pots 47 Under five feet 50 Potpie veggies 51 Lid 52 Extensive 57 Caesar’s robe 58 Finds a total 59 Dishwasher cycle 60 Is inaccurate 61 Nuisance 62 __ for; picked 63 Hair salon bottles

DOWN
1 Nickname for Richard 2 Seep out 3 Walking unsteadily 4 Hearing organ 5 Tenor Enrico 6 Insurance policy seller 7 Musician's stints 8 Actor Marienthal 9 Simple reply 10 __ of contract; suable offense 11 Work for wages 12 __ up; bound 13 Opie’s pa 14 Stretch of land 21 __ off; dozes 24 Colors 25 Diplomacy 26 Sink stopper 27 Damascus’ nation 28 Orderly 29 Required 30 Fragrance 32 American __; tall shade trees 33 Garland 35 Punctuation mark 37 Quick look 38 Times New 39 __ for; request 40 Send in payment 41 Connects 44 End-to-end measurement 45 __ for; request 46 Terra-; clay for patio pots 47 Under five feet 50 Potpie veggies 51 Lid 52 Extensive 57 Caesar’s robe 58 Finds a total 59 Dishwasher cycle 60 Is inaccurate 61 Nuisance 62 __ for; picked 63 Hair salon bottles 64 __ for; request 65 __ market; swap meet 66 __ and tonic; mixed drink 67 Send in payment 68 Connects 69 End-to-end measurement 70 __ for; request 71 Terra-; clay for patio pots 72 Under five feet 73 Potpie veggies 74 Lid 75 Extensive 76 Caesar’s robe 77 Finds a total 78 Dishwasher cycle 79 Is inaccurate 80 Nuisance 81 __ for; picked 82 Hair salon bottles 83 Nickname for Richard 84 Seep out 85 Walking unsteadily 86 Hearing organ 87 Tenor Enrico 88 Insurance policy seller 89 Musician’s stints 90 Actor Marienthal 91 Simple reply 92 __ of contract; suable offense 93 Work for wages 94 __ up; bound 95 Opie’s pa 96 Stretch of land 97 __ off; dozes 98 Colors 99 Diplomacy 100 Sink stopper 101 Damascus’ nation 102 Orderly 103 Required 104 Fragrance 105 American __; tall shade trees 106 Garland 107 Punctuation mark 108 Quick look 109 Times New 110 __ for; request 111 Send in payment 112 Connects 113 End-to-end measurement 114 __ for; request 115 Terra-; clay for patio pots 116 Under five feet 117 Potpie veggies 118 Lid 119 Extensive 120 Caesar’s robe 121 Finds a total 122 Dishwasher cycle 123 Is inaccurate 124 Nuisance 125 __ for; picked 126 Hair salon bottles
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